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Market Harborough north 
newsletter - January 2024 

Your local team 

 

 Speeding. 

 Anti social behaviour. 

 Vehicle crime. 

What matters to you  

What have we done 

 We have organised a number of speeding operations utilising handheld speed guns We 
have also requested the mobile speed enforcement van to attend various locations on 
the area to assist us.  

 Identifying and  targeting the individuals causing the anti social behaviour. Passing their 
names to the council to start the incremental approach. 

 Raising awareness of technology to prevent vehicle theft, such as Faraday bags. 

 Increasing patrols in areas where anti social behaviour is being reported to us. 

                
Big picture - PS 920 Pete Jelbert. Top left  to right - PC 4810 Reece Breslin. PC 37 James Monohan. 

PC 1090 Amy Stokes. PCSO 6090 Matt Kiff. PCSO 6086 Natalie Goodall. 
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News 

  

 

Community engagements 
 

We have engagements over the coming weeks and months, below is a quick look at where 
the up coming beat surgeries are taking place; 

 

Tilton village hall car park. - 1330 to 1400 Monday 12th February 2024 

 

 
 

One of the priorities you said were important to you is speeding. 
The neighbourhood team have been out on the  Harborough north 
beat with a hand held speed detector enforcing the speed limits on 
the main roads around the area 

Here they are conducting speed checks on the main A6 in Kib-
worth. 

When motorists are caught exceeding the speed limit, they are 
sent letters through the post advising them about their speed. We 
prefer to educate motorists. We have a saying in the police, 
“todays motorists is tomorrows witness”. 

 

~ 

A day in the life of one of the neighbourhood team, PC Reece 
Breslin: 

Today I asked where you wanted me to patrol...🚓 
Louise from Kibworth and Charlo e from Great Glen ‐ I have a ended 
and spent some me driving around. It was good to see everything all in 

order 👍 
I then got called to a loose sheep on the A47. Managed to get him back 

in the field. Seemed a nice guy 🐑 
I carried out some more patrols and some crime enquiries before seizing 

a vehicle being used with no insurance and ques onable tyres 🚙 This 
will result in a fine and 6 points. 

PC Reece 👮🏻 ♂       #YouSaidWeDid 
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